Recruitment Cards
Front

Recruitment Cards (continued)
Description – Front (continued)
Name: your name as in the Roster
Phone Number: your primary phone number from the roster
Email address: your email address from the roster
You have the option to include your phone number, or email
address, or both sets of data or no data.
Availability
The business cards are available now. They are available in
quantities of 10.
Request
Please send an email to this id:

Back

SIR Branch 8 Business Card
Sb8bc@hotmail.com
You will request which data option (from Description section) that
you would like included on your Recruitment Card.
Currently, the Membership Secretary will create the cards.
Eventually, we will have another member who will create the cards.
The Membership Secretary will continue to create the cards for the
new members.
Pickup

Branch 8 is introducing the concept of “Recruitment Cards” for its
members. The front and back of the Recruitment Card are illustrated
above.
Replacement:
The Recruitment Cards are a replacement for the current SIR Cards
that you give to individuals that may be interested in SIR Branch 8.
These cards have been distributed to each member at some point in
time (when you joined). They also have been referenced for several
lunch drawings.
Use:
A Recruitment Card is to be given to an individual with whom you
have interacted. They will have expressed an interest in Branch 8.
Your spouse/partner may also provide a card to an individual with
whom she has interacted.
Description – Front
The example has my name, phone number, and membership
secretary email address. That information will be replaced with your
data as follows:

After the cards are printed, they will be available for pickup when
you pick up your badge at the luncheon. The Recruitment Cards will
be placed in an envelope that has the Member’s name and Badge
number written on it.
The member will be advised when the Recruitment Cards will be
available for pickup. The member is requested to ask the Badge
distributors for their Recruitment Cards when they ask for their
Badge.
Cost
All expenses for the creation and distribution of the Recruitment
Cards to a member will be absorbed by the Branch as part of its
annual dues allocation.
There will be no cost to any individual who is a member of Branch 8.
Comments/Suggestions
Please forward any comments/suggestion with respect to the
Recruitment Card procedure to:
Bob Barnes
Membership Secretary
sb8msec@hotmail.com

